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Investigating Structure and Dynamics of Unentangled
Poly(dimethyl-co-diphenyl)siloxane via Molecular Dy-
namics Simulation†

Weikang Xian,a Jinlong He,a Amitesh Maitib, Andrew P. Saabb and Ying Lia∗

Polysiloxane is one of the most important polymeric materials in technological use. Polydimethylsilox-
ane displays glass-like mechanical properties at low temperatures. Incorporation of phenyl siloxane,
via copolymerization for example, improves not only the low-temperature elasticity but also enhances
its performance over a wide range of temperatures. Copolymerization with the phenyl component
can significantly change the microscopic properties of polysiloxanes, such as chain dynamics and
relaxation. However, despite much work in the literature, the influence of such changes is still not
clearly understood. In this work, we systematically study the structure and dynamics of random
poly(dimethyl-co-diphenyl)siloxane via atomistic molecular dynamics simulations. As the molar ratio
ϕ of the diphenyl component increases, we find that the size of the linear copolymer chain expands.
At the same time, the chain-diffusivity slows down by over an order of magnitudes. The reduced
diffusivity appears to be a result of a complex interplay between the structural and dynamic changes
induced by phenyl substitution.

1 Introduction
Since Hermann Staudinger published the first article on polymer-
ization 1 a century ago, polymeric materials have become a ubiq-
uitous component in industrial applications such as transporta-
tion2, biomedical engineering 3,4 and aerospace engineering 5,6,
owing to their rich chemical and mechanical properties. Silicone
is one of the most widely used polymers because of its extraordi-
nary thermal, mechanical, and electrical stability 7,8, in addition
to excellent bio-compatibility that earns increasing attention in
biomedical devices 9–11. Thus, silicone is used in sealants, adhe-
sives, lubricants, medicine, cooking utensils, thermal insulation,
electrical insulation, etc.

It is often a requirement that the silicone materials serve
with long-lasting lifetime, from months to decades in many ap-
plications, despite strong environmental strains like mechani-
cal stress 8, chemical erosion 12, high-energy radiation 13,14, and
change of temperature15–18. In particular, silicone’s ability to sus-
tain extreme temperatures is of great importance in aerospace ap-
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plications 18–20. At the same time, one needs to be aware that pe-
riodic cycles of fluctuating temperature can significantly change
the mechanical properties of polysiloxane due to temperature-
induced semicrystallization 21,22.

Efforts in improving the properties of silicone materials have
been longstanding and researchers have developed various con-
trollable methods to enhance their properties. Cross-linking pro-
cess augments the moduli of the silicone materials by connecting
polymer chains into a permanent elastic network that can not
only sustain mechanical loading but also enables recovery to the
original state upon unloading 8. The addition of filler-like silica
particles may increase the toughness of the silicone materials,
to protect against rupture and fatigue 23. Polysiloxane with im-
proved properties can also be developed through copolymeriza-
tion. For example, Shen et al. synthesized polystyrene-block-
polydimethylsiloxane copolymer as a potential substitute for sil-
ica to reinforce polysiloxane 24; polysiloxane-polyethylene oxide
copolymer can be used as a drug-releasing system with tunable
phase properties25–27. Moreover, siloxane copolymers with phenyl
units, like poly-dimethyl-diphenyl siloxane copolymer, have been
found to maintain rubbery-like elastic properties at low tempera-
ture22,28 because the inclusion of the phenyl units greatly impedes
the crystallization process 17. It was shown that only 3.3 mol % of
diphenyl siloxane is sufficient to suppress crystallization 29,30.

The outstanding low-temperature performance of the methyl-
co-phenyl siloxane copolymers has attracted ongoing efforts to
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understand the interplay between microstructure, microscale dy-
namics, and macroscopic mechanical properties 17,22,28–30. Two
typical poly dimethyl-co-diphenyl siloxane random copolymers
that are widely used31,32 are shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b). Recently,
Zhu et al. showed the influence of the phenyl units on the atomic
structures of the methyl-co-phenyl polysiloxane, with moderately
high phenyl ratios of 31.6 mol% and 30.7 mol% for PDMS-co-
PMPS and PDMS-co-PDPS, respectively 33. However, most of the
previous works focus on exploring the structural and mechanical
properties separately and pay less attention to their connection.
Consequently, the interplay between the two properties is not well
understood, especially for cases with high phenyl content, thus
leaving an understanding of the influence of the phenyl content
on the properties of the copolymer somewhat unclear.

SiOSi O Si O Si O Si

SiOSi O Si O Si O Si

LVM-97

SE-54

Si
O
Methyl
Phenyl

(b)(a)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1 (a) Schemes of two widely-used PDMS-co-PDPS polymers. (b)
A ball-and-stick view of a representative molecular model of copolymer
chain used in our MD simulations. All hydrogen atoms are hidden for
visual clarity. Si and O atoms on the backbone are represented by yellow
and lime beads; Carbon atoms belonging to the methyl and phenyl groups
are colored red and blue respectively. (c) and (d) are snapshots of the
simulation boxes whose molar ratios ϕ of the diphenyl component are 0.0
and 0.6 respectively. The size of the scale bar is 5 nm.

The aim of this work is to clarify the structure-property inter-
play of the poly-dimethyl-diphenyl siloxane copolymer. Here we
use Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation, as a proven, powerful,
and flexible method that enables direct probing of microscopic in-
formation that is usually difficult, if not impossible, to obtain by
experimental techniques. The rest of this article is arranged as
follows. In Section II, the method and the theory are introduced.
The results of the microstructure and the dynamic properties of
the copolymers are shown in Section III. The structure-property
relation is analyzed and discussed in Section IV, which is followed
by a final conclusion.

2 Method and Theory
In this section, we first provide some details of the setup of the
MD simulations. We then briefly introduce an augmented version
of the Rouse model as a theoretical tool for analyzing results from
the MD simulations. The Rouse model simplifies the description
of chain dynamics in terms of collective variables called normal
modes, from which relevant relaxation times can be extracted. In
addition, we compute coherent dynamic structure factors.

2.1 Molecular Dynamics Simulation

To generate the molecular structures for the copolymers, we used
a self-avoiding random walk algorithm 34. We explored copoly-
mers with molar ratio ϕ of the diphenyl component varying from
0 to 0.6. Periodic supercell representations of condensed amor-
phous structures of these copolymers were generated by a Monte
Carlo procedure35,36 as implemented in the AMORPHOUS CELL
module within Materials Studio 37. For simulations reported here,
we used Nc = 100 (except Nc = 90 for ϕ = 0.3) chains with
N = 50 monomers each. Given the relatively large system size, it
was not possible to fully relax the constructed amorphous struc-
tures within Materials Studio. Thus, to thoroughly equilibrate
the systems and perform extensive MD simulations we migrated
the semi-relaxed structures to the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular
Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) platform developed by
Sandia National Laboratories that enables efficient massive paral-
lel computation38. All simulations reported here employed PCFF
force field39–42 that was developed to cover a broad range of or-
ganic polymers in terms of properties like cohesive energies and
heat capacities. It is widely used to understand the dynamics of
polymeric systems 43,44. The cutoff distance for the non-bonded
pairwise interactions was set as 1.0 nm, with tail corrections
added to the pairwise interactions to account for the contribu-
tions of long-range Van-der-Waals interactions to the total energy
and pressure 45. The long-range Coulombic interactions were cal-
culated by a particle-particle particle-mesh solver (PPPM) 46. Pe-
riodic boundary condition was applied in all three directions. The
equilibrium temperature was set as 550 K for all the systems. This
choice of high temperature was mandated by the need to achieve
system relaxation and equilibration within reasonable simulations
times, especially for systems with high molar ratio ϕ where chain
dynamics gets markedly slowed down by the side group of the
diphenyl component, as will be shown in the following sections.
Although in the real application, such temperature could cause
potential degradation of the siloxane copolymer 47, bond-breaking
reactions are automatically excluded in these simulations due to
the inherent non-reactive nature of the classical forcefield em-
ployed here. We performed NPT simulations with the Nose-
Hoover thermostat and barostat 48,49. A constant timestep of 0.2
fs was employed to ensure the numerical stability of the simula-
tions. For each system, a semi-relaxed structure from Materials
Studio was first equilibrated in an NVT ensemble for 100 million
steps (20 ns) at T=600 K. This was followed by cooling down to
the target temperature of 550 K within 1 million steps (0.2 ns).
The next step involved NPT equilibration for another 100 million
steps (20 ns). In the final production step, the simulations were
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run in an NPT ensemble for up to 300 ns (for ϕ = 0.6). The
rescaled internal end-to-end distances of the beginning and end-
ing stages of the production step were checked and the results are
shown in Fig. S1. The temperature damping factors of the ther-
mostat were set to 20 fs for both NVT and NPT ensemble. The
pressure damping parameter of the barostat was set to 200 fs for
the NPT ensemble. In the NVT ensemble and the first NPT equi-
libration, an additional drag of 0.2 was used to dampen the fluc-
tuations of the temperature and the pressure. Snapshots of the
simulation boxes are shown in Fig. 1(c) and (d). As the molar ra-
tio ϕ increases, the dimethyl groups are progressively replaced by
the diphenyl groups in a random fashion. All chains in a system
share a specific sequence. The sequences are provided in Table
S1 in the Supplementary Information. Generally, the structural
and dynamic characteristics of the copolymer are dependent on
the sequence such that it seems that systems with multiple differ-
ent sequences 50 are a better choice because systems with specific
sequences might introduce statistical uncertainties or even spu-
rious correlations in the structural and dynamic characteristics.
However, the intrinsic limited spatial scale of the MD simulation
restricts the available numbers of chains in the simulation (100
chains in the current study) such that the introduction of different
sequences itself might introduce additional uncertainties, contra-
dicting the goal to decrease the uncertainties. In addition, there
is no abnormality shown in the structural and dynamic charac-
teristics presented in the remaining of this work. For example,
a linear dependence of the glass transition temperature on ϕ, as
will be shown, reflects the random packing of the two distinct
constituents of the copolymer 51, suggesting no local heterogene-
ity presented in the systems of the MD simulations 52. All the
chains are well dispersed and there is no discernible phase sepa-
ration within the simulation boxes. Parameters of the equilibrated
systems are listed in Table 1.

Table 1 Parameters of the MD models. ϕ is the molar ratio of the
diphenyl components. The corresponding molecular weights and densi-
ties at T=550 K are listed. The values in the parenthesis are densities
at T=298 K for ϕ = 0, from our MD simulations and experiments53,
respectively.

Molar ratio ϕ Molecular weight (g ·mol−1) Density ρ (g · cm−3 )
0.0 3709.83 0.75(0.93/0.95)
0.2 4951.27 0.85
0.3 5569.92 0.89
0.4 6192.70 0.92
0.6 7434.14 0.96

2.2 Classic Dynamics

Relaxation of linear polymer chains in the melt state is well-
described by the Rouse and Reptation models, applicable to un-
entangled short-chain and entangled long-chain systems, respec-
tively54–56. The Rouse model treats a linear flexible polymer
chain as a string of beads connected by harmonic springs. Ev-
ery bead represents a Kuhn monomer that usually consists of a
few chemical monomers. In a theta-solvent, where the assump-
tion of the Gaussian chain is valid, the separation between the
Kuhn monomers is defined as Kuhn length. Rouse dynamics de-

scribes the Brownian motion of different length scales, from a
single Kuhn bead to an entire chain.

Although a modified version of the Rouse model is used in the
current work as described in the next subsection, the classic Rouse
model is briefly reviewed here. In the Rouse dynamics, the relax-
ation of chains is decomposed into a set of independent collective
modes p, ranging from 1 to NR − 1, for a chain with NR Kuhn
monomers. While mode p = NR−1 corresponds to the relaxation
of a Kuhn segment, mode p = 1 represents the relaxation of the
whole chain. A characteristic relaxation time of the whole chain
is given as τR in Eq. 1, where ξCM is the friction coefficient of
the center-of-mass of the chain and ⟨R2⟩ is the size of the chain,
usually quantified by the mean-squared radius of gyration 57–59.
kB is the Boltzmann constant and T the absolute temperature.

τR =
1

3π2

ξCM ⟨R2⟩
kBT

(1)

Relaxation times for the other modes are given by τp = τR/p
2,

corresponding to portions of the chain that have (NR−1)/p Kuhn
segments. In the case of homopolymers where there is only one
type of monomer, the friction coefficient of the CM is ξCM = NRξ,
where ξ is the friction coefficient of a Kuhn monomer. After the
full relaxation of the chain that is at time t > τR, all the internal
correlations of different modes decay and the chain simply dif-
fuses in the space. The motion of the CM of the chain is diffusive
in such case, which is described by the mean-squared displace-
ment g3(t) according to Eq. 2, where RCM is the position of the
CM. The linearity between g3 and t can be used to examine the
diffusivity of a system as will be shown in the next section.

g3(t) ≡ ⟨[RCM (t)−RCM (0)]2⟩ = 6kBT

ξCM
t =

2

π2
⟨R2⟩ t

τR
(2)

2.3 Normal Mode Analysis

It has been shown that the Rouse-like internal relaxations have
respective characteristic times corresponding to different length
scales by computer simulation 60–63. It is of great importance to
extract these characteristic times from the results of the MD sim-
ulations. The Rouse model essentially transforms the physical
coordinates of the Kuhn monomers into normalized (i.e., Fourier-
transformed) space where all the normal modes are independent
of each other. The normalization of the coordinates is defined as
in Eq. 3

Xp =
1

NR

NR∑
j=1

cos
pπ

NR
(j − 1

2
)Rj =

1

NR

NR∑
j=1

ApjRj (3)

where Apj = cos pπ
NR

(j − 1
2
). An important quantity used in

the analysis of Rouse dynamics is the autocorrelation of normal
modes, as defined in Eq. 4

Cp(t) ≡
⟨Xp(t) ·Xp(0)⟩

⟨Xp(0)⟩2
(4)

The denominator in Eq. 4 is given as ⟨Xp⟩2 =

(b2/8N) sin(pπ/2N) where b is the Kuhn length. The Rouse
model predicts that the autocorrelation Cp(t) decays expo-
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nentially with respective characteristic times i.e., Cp(t) =

exp(−t/τp).

In practice, however, it is difficult to apply the normalization
of Eq. 3 directly to the physical coordinates of the trajectory
from MD simulations because of the short-range interaction of
the chemical monomers, which can lead to a worm-like bending
stiffness, leading to the prediction by the Rouse model deviated
from the results from MD simulation 62,63. Therefore, a chemical
monomer does not necessarily represent a Kuhn monomer. Al-
though it is possible to remap the chemical structure by a Kuhn
scale, the remapping can pose an additional challenge in that
the remapped monomer does not necessarily retain unambigu-
ous physical coordinates for Eq. 3. To apply the normalization
procedure successfully, therefore, we still use the physical coor-
dinates of the chemical monomer in Eq. 3 but with an addition
stretched exponential 64 to the autocorrelation as in Eq. 5 .

Cp(t) = exp(−(t/τ⋆
p )

βp) (5)

To further clarify, the autocorrelations of different modes are
still calculated by Eq. 4 from the MD trajectories but are fitted
by Eq. 5 to acquire the parameters τp

⋆ and the βp that are then
used to estimate the effective relaxation time using Eq. 6, where
Γ represents the gamma function.

τ eff
p =

∫ ∞

0

Cp(t) dt =
τ⋆
p

βp
Γ(1/βp) (6)

2.4 Dynamic Structure Factor

MD simulations and normal mode analysis become even more
powerful when used in conjunction with experiments. Over the
years, significant advances have been made in techniques such as
dielectric spectroscopy and neutron scattering, which are widely
used in the experimental study of relaxation of polymeric mate-
rials65–68. In such studies, the dynamics of a single chain can be
characterized by the coherent dynamic structure factor defined as

S(q, t) =
1

N

N∑
l,m=1

⟨exp(iq · [Rl(t)−Rm(0)])⟩ (7)

where i in the exponential is the imaginary number
√
−1. It is

straightforward to substitute Rouse dynamics results from an MD
trajectory into Eq. 7. However, such a procedure can be inconsis-
tent because of a mismatch between the physical monomers and
the Kuhn monomers, as mentioned in the previous section. Ac-
cordingly, in this work we use a modified expression for S(q, t)

as in Eq. 8, where Apj and Cp(t) are defined in Eqs.3 and 5,
respectively 58,64.

S(q, t) =
1

N
exp

[
−q2

6
g3(t)

]

×
N∑

i,j=1

exp

[
−2q2

3

N−1∑
p=1

⟨Xp⟩2([Api −Apj ]
2 + 2ApiApj [1− Cp(t)])

]
(8)

3 Results

In this section, we present detailed results on the structural and
dynamic properties of the copolymer systems as a function of the
diphenyl molar ratio ϕ. First, the structural properties are illus-
trated through intra- and inter-chain radial distribution functions
(RDFs), together with the analysis of gyration tensors and dis-
tribution of pore size (PSD). In the second part of this section,
we study the dynamics properties by tracking the relaxation of
the copolymer chains. Analyses of mean-squared displacement
(MSD), normal mode (NM), and coherent dynamic structure fac-
tor (DSF) are used to provide insight into the dynamics proper-
ties. In order to validate our MD model, we first compared the
total structure factor of PDMS at 298 K at which experimental
data by wide-angle X-ray scattering is available 69,70. The compar-
ison is shown in Fig. S2. In addition, different pairs of radial
distribution functions were also compared and detailed in Fig.
S3. The agreements suggested by the comparison confirm that
our simulation protocol captures the essential atomistic structural
characteristic. There is no experimental data that can be used for
a direct comparison of other systems with nonzero ϕ. We also
evaluated the characteristic ratio of PDMS from simulations at
298 K. The values are 5.52±0.25 and 6.41±0.25 for N=20 and
N=50 systems respectively, as shown in Fig. S5, in agreement
with reported values C = 5.2871,72 and C = 6.16 calculated by
Equation 25 and by data in Table 2 in the reference 73. The two
PDMS systems at 298 K were equilibrated as shown in Fig. S4.
Glass transition temperatures Tg of different systems were also
evaluated according to the method proposed by Patrone et al. 74,
shown in Fig. S6 and then compared with experimental data col-
lected from the literature demonstrated in Fig. S7 47,75–77. It is
worth noting that MD simulation generally tends to overestimate
the values of Tg because the computationally permissible cooling
rates are often orders of magnitude higher than the experimen-
tal values 78,79. Therefore, direct comparisons of Tg values esti-
mated from MD simulation and those from experiments are not
always quantitatively satisfactory. On the other hand, the evalu-
ation of Tg by experimental techniques is subject to many factors
such as the materials, boundary conditions, and types of tech-
niques 74,80 such that the estimated values of Tg are usually given
with noticeable ranges of variation. Therefore, the estimation of
the Tg presented in this work does not aim at predicting the Tg

precisely. Nevertheless, the results of Tg estimated from our simu-
lations show qualitative agreement with the experimental values,
as shown in Fig. S7, suggesting the setup of the simulation indeed
captures the dependence of the Tg on ϕ. Using a lower cooling
rate might result in a more physical estimation of the Tg but such
a choice requires extra computational cost and does not guaran-
tee an accurate estimation because the cooling rate is still limited
by the intrinsic tempo scale of the MD simulation. In addition,
the thermal expansion coefficient α was estimated based on the
density-temperature relation shown in Fig. S6 (a). Fig. S8 shows
that a linear fitting yields α = 8.91 × 10−4 K−1 that agrees well
with the experimental value of 9.07 × 10−4 K−1 81. Molecular
weights of the copolymer systems and their density are listed in
Table 1.
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3.1 Structural Properties

The intra-chain RDFs are shown in Fig. 2. The first three plots
are for the backbone atoms and the rest are for the side groups.
The first peak in (b), at around 1.7 Å, represents the covalent
Si-O bonding which is consistent with the range of 1.54 Å to
1.71 Å of α-tridymite 82. The second peak is from the Si-O-Si-
O dihedral-like interaction. The first peaks of the Si-Si and O-O
pairs at around 3.2 Å correspond to Si-O-Si and O-Si-O angle-like
interactions. As the molar ratio ϕ increases, the locations of these
peaks corresponding to bonded interaction remain essentially un-
changed. However, the peak heights increase as ϕ goes from 0 to
0.6, suggesting that phenyl incorporation leads to backbone re-
organization into a more ordered and rigid intra-chain structure.
Such increasingly rigid arrangements of the copolymer chains are
also suggested by the RDFs between the side group pairs from
(d) to (f), as their peak height increase with the molar ratio ϕ as
well. It should be noted that the center-of-mass of the respective
methyl and phenyl groups are used in the calculation of the RDFs
of the side group pairs. The rest of the peaks beyond 6 Å in (a)
to (c) are from weaker long-distance interactions, as their am-
plitudes are much smaller than those of the bonded interactions.
Nonetheless, the slight rightward shifts of their locations suggest
expansions of the backbone.

The inter-chain RDFs are shown in Fig. 3. In (a) to (c), the
peaks, of the first four systems, have values less than unity. This
suggests that the local densities of the pairs are sparser than the
densities in bulk. On the other hand, the ϕ = 0.6 systems have
peaks that slightly exceed unity implying that the local densities
of the backbones are higher than the densities in bulk. In ad-
dition, as the ϕ increases, the peaks shift rightward, suggesting
that the inter-chain packing of the polymer expands. This is likely
to compensate for a more rigid intra-chain arrangement with in-
creasing ϕ as discussed previously. Side-group pairs are shown at
the bottom of Fig. 3. For all the Me-Me, Me-Ph, and Ph-Ph pairs,
the amplitudes are smaller than unity. The decrease in peak am-
plitudes with increasing molar ratio ϕ is consistent with the ex-
pansion of the inter-chain packing of the backbones. We note that
there are no Me-Ph and Ph-Ph pairs in the ϕ = 0 system.

Although the intra-chain RDFs in Fig. 2 show the dependence
of the local structures of the copolymer chains on the molar ratio
ϕ, the overall topology of the chains remains unclear. To obtain a
more detailed picture of the overall structures of the chains, the
mean squared radius of gyration ⟨R2

g⟩ and mean squared end-to-
end distance ⟨R2

ee⟩ are calculated and shown in Fig. 4(a) and
(b). As the molar ratio ϕ increases, the ⟨R2

g⟩ increases monotoni-
cally, suggesting an overall expansion of the chains. Such a trend
is more obvious for the ⟨R2

ee⟩. Additionally, the three principal
eigenvalues of the gyration tensors are shown in Fig. 4(c). For all
the ϕ, the λ3 is significantly larger than the other two, indicating
that the shape of the overall topology can be depicted as a prolate
ellipsoid. The increase of all the first and the second eigenvalues
indeed corresponds to the overall expansion that is attributed to
the increasing amount of bulky diphenyl side groups along the
backbone.

Fig. 3 suggests that the inter-chain packing of the backbones

becomes looser (i.e., expands outward) as the molar ratio ϕ in-
creases. However, as shown in Table 1, the material density in-
creases with increasing molar ratio ϕ. A possible cause is that
lighter methyl groups are being replaced by heavier phenyl com-
ponents as ϕ increases. To obtain deeper insight, we studied the
distributions of pore sizes in all the systems 83,84. In the analysis
of the PSD, a probe is located at a random position. For a given
point within the simulation box, the probe volume is defined as
the maximum spherical void space that includes the given point
but does not overlap any physical atoms with their van-der-Waals
radius. The maximum size of the probe at the specific position is
recorded. Following this, the position of the probe is changed by
an offset and the procedure is repeated until the whole simula-
tion box is exhausted. The derived distributions of the pore size
fully describe the way the system free volume changes with mo-
lar ratio ϕ. The normalized probability distribution functions are
shown in Fig. 5(a). As the molar ratio ϕ increases, there is a slight
leftward shift of PSD peak positions, accompanied by an increase
in peak height and corresponding narrowing of the distribution.
In Fig. 5(b), the symbols represent the PSD peak values for vari-
ous ϕ, while the 70% confidence limits are indicated by the 15th
and 85th percentiles. Although the maximum pore sizes are sim-
ilar for all the systems, the distribution narrows as ϕ increases,
suggesting that the copolymer system becomes more ordered. In
addition, the volume fraction, defined as the sum of the volume of
the pores over the sum of the simulation boxes, is plotted against
the ϕ and is shown as a function of ϕ in Fig. 5(c). All the results
were averaged over ten different frames. The amplitudes of the
errors are smaller than the sizes of the symbols. As ϕ increases,
the volume fraction decreases, suggesting an overall decrease in
the free volume of the copolymer system. This decrease in poros-
ity is also consistent with the increase in density as listed in Table
1.

3.2 Dynamics Properties

To elucidate the dynamics of the copolymer as a whole, we track
the motion of the polymer chains. The results for MSD functions
g3 are given in Fig. S9 in Supplementary Information. Fig. 6(a)
plots g3/6t as a function of time to estimate diffusion coefficients.
In the initial stages of the MD simulations, we find a steady de-
crease in g3/6t because of the chain relaxations. However, as
the chains achieve full relaxation and enter the regime of Fickian
diffusion (Fig. S9), the values saturate to plateaus, as indicated
by the black dashed lines. Relaxation of the first three systems
of lower diphenyl content is much faster than the systems with
higher molar ratios, as suggested by their early saturation. For the
higher ϕ systems, the relaxation process can take tens of nanosec-
onds. However, we believe that these systems have also entered
the Fickian regime within the simulation time of Fig. 6(a). In Fig.
6(b), the corresponding diffusion coefficients, Dc, is estimated
by averaging the last 100 data points of each curve in Fig. 6(a)
and plotted against the molar ratio ϕ. The diffusion coefficient of
PDMS (ϕ = 0) is 3.05 cm2/s and is consistent with the value of
3.08 cm2/s derived from experimental measurements 85,86 as de-
tailed in the Supplementary Information. The small fluctuations
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Fig. 2 Intra-chain Radial distribution functions. Only pairs between atoms that belong to the same chain are included. Panels on the top are for the
backbone pairs; panels on the bottom are for the pairs of the side groups. Locations of the peaks remain roughly the same when the molar ratio ϕ is
changed.
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Fig. 3 Inter-chain Radial distribution functions. Atoms that belong to the same chain are excluded from the calculation. For plots in the top row,
both the location and amplitude of the peaks change with as a function of molar ratio ϕ. Only the peak amplitudes change in the bottom plots.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4 (a) Mean-squared end-to-end distance ⟨R2
ee⟩ and mean-squared

radius of gyration ⟨R2
g⟩. (b) Eigenvalues of the Gyration tensor of the

polymer chains. The error bar represents standard deviations calculated
based on 50 different trajectories for each system.

Fig. 5 Distribution of pore size. (a) Normalized probability distribution
function. As the molar ratio ϕ increases, the peak slightly shifts toward
the left, and the distribution narrows. (b) The peak values of the PSDs
as a function of ϕ along with 70% confidence bounds. (c) The volume
fraction of pores as a function of the ϕ with standard deviation marked.
The narrowing of the pore size and the decrease of the free volume are
consistent with an increase in material density as shown in Table 1.

indicated by the error bar (standard deviation of the estimated
Dc) suggest convergence of the diffusion coefficients. The slope
of the fitting line is -2.7 as indicated, i.e., it follows the equation
Dc(ϕ) = Dc(0) × 10−2.7ϕ. This shows that the dynamics of the
copolymer chain are slowed down by more than 40 times as the
molar ratio ϕ increases from 0 to 0.6, resulting in a significant
increase in relaxation times.

While MSD summarizes the overall motion of the copolymer
chains, normal mode analysis provides useful insights into the
understanding of internal relaxations. We performed the normal-
ization of Eq. 3 and calculated the effective relaxation time ac-
cording to Eq. 6. The detailed fittings are available in Fig. S10 in
Supplementary Information. The estimated τ eff

p are plotted in Fig.
7(a) and (b) against the mode index p and the molar ratio ϕ, re-
spectively. For clarity, only the first 6 modes are displayed. In Fig.
7(a), the slope of the solid line is approximately -2, correspond-
ing to the Rouse model’s prediction τp = τR/p

2. In Fig. 7(b), τ eff
p

increases monotonically with increasing molar ratio ϕ. For each
ratio, the highest point represents the Rouse time τp=1 = τR.
Interestingly, the slope of the solid lines in Fig. 7(b) is 2.7, sug-
gesting that it is not only applicable to the dynamics of the chain
as a whole in the MSD but also approximately describes the trend

(b)

(a)

Fig. 6 Mean-squared displacement. (a) The motion of the center-of-
mass of the chains is used to estimate the diffusion coefficients Dc. (b)
Dc plotted against the molar ratio ϕ with standard deviation marked.

of relaxation times of higher internal modes (p > 2).
To further analyze the patterns of chain relaxation, we com-

puted the dynamic structure factors S(q, t) using Eq. 7 on MD
trajectories. Five q values were used in the calculation. Accord-
ing to Doi and Edwards 87, the term within the first bracket of
RHS of Eq. 8 dominates the decay of the dynamic structure fac-
tor, for q values q2R2

g ≪ 1. A rough estimation with R2
g ≈ 300 Å2

gives the lower bound of the magnitude qmin ≈ 0.05 Å−1. On the
other hand, it is not physical to have q > l−1 where l ≈ 1.6 Å is
the chemical bond length between all the atoms in the polymer,
which sets an upper bound of qmax ≈ 0.6 Å−1. For the analysis
of the dynamics below, we focus on low q values, ranging from
0.05 to 0.13, to show the overall relaxation at the chain level.
In the short time range at the beginning, the dynamic structure
factors were computed every 0.01 ns while a coarser interval of
0.2 ns was used in the long time range. The results are shown
in Fig. 8 as open symbols for all systems. Additionally, theoreti-
cal curves of the dynamic structure factor S(q, t) were computed
by the modified model given by Eq. 8, as represented by the
solid lines, for a direct comparison. The diffusion coefficients es-
timated by MSD are used to capture the motion of the CM in the
first square bracket in Eq. 8 while the autocorrelation Cp(t) in
the second square bracket is adopted from the NMA without any
extra fitting. For pure PDMS (ϕ = 0) the decays predicted by the
modified model match well with the dynamic structure factors
calculated from MD. For this system, the DSFs decay to zeros for
all q, suggesting that the chains are fully relaxed at all the length
scales. For the ϕ = 0.2 system, the agreement between the results
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(b)(a)

Fig. 7 (a) The effective relaxation times are plotted against the mode p.
The -2 slope suggests the relaxation of the copolymer chain follows the
Rouse dynamics. (b) The effective relaxation times are plotted against
the molar ratio ϕ. The slope of 2.7 is marked for comparison.

from MD and the modified model still holds. The DSFs also decay
to zero, but only for q = 0.13 and q = 0.11 within the simula-
tion time. Noticeably, the times at which full decay of DSFs takes
place for the ϕ = 0.2 system (≈30 ns) are much longer compared
to those for the ϕ = 0 system (≈10 ns). While the DSFs for the
q = 0.09 and q = 0.07 start to approach zero, the factor for the
smallest value q = 0.05 is obviously far away from the full de-
cay. The comparison between ϕ = 0 and ϕ = 0.2 systems clearly
shows that the relaxation process significantly decelerates with
increasing ϕ. The magnitude of the slowdown becomes larger
with increasing molar ratio ϕ, as shown in the rest of Fig. 8. For
ϕ values of 0.3 and higher, S(q, t) does not decay to zero for the
small q within the simulation time up to 300 ns (for ϕ = 0.6).

3.3 Discussion
We have shown that the molar ratio ϕ changes not only the struc-
ture but also the dynamics of the copolymers significantly. The
different systems’ friction coefficients (ξ) are shown in Fig. 9, as
estimated by the three methods we used. The friction coefficients
from the DSF are calculated based on the fitting as shown in Fig.
S11 in Supplementary Information. Despite small deviations, all
three methods derive notably similar values of the friction coeffi-
cient, with log(ξ) increasing with ϕ with a slope of 2.7 and R2 of
the linear fitting is 0.976.

It is intuitive to attribute the deceleration in chain relaxation
to presumably strong attractive interaction between the Ph-Ph
and Me-Ph groups in the copolymer (nonzero ϕ) systems as com-
pared to much weaker Me-Me interaction in pure PDMS. The at-
tractive interaction between the phenyl and methyl groups could
arise due to the methyl groups bonded to silicon atoms being less
electronegative than carbon, and thus serving as electron density
donors88, while strong phenyl-phenyl attraction could result from
aromatic-aromatic ring interactions. Such a picture of pairwise
interaction between the sides group is similar to associative poly-
mers which have segments that can form interaction with finite
bond life with their neighbors. Generally, different associative
polymers with transient bonds that have a wide range of lifetimes
show distinct dynamics 89. For example, systems with strong ionic

bonds that have high binding energy might display elastic behav-
ior because the ionic bonds can effectively serve as crosslinking
points for the system to maintain network integrity. Such an as-
sociative system can be used as a self-healing polymer 90,91. On
the other hand, systems with weaker bonds only lead to deceler-
ated dynamics of relaxation. As the T-shaped aromatic-aromatic
interaction has an activation energy of 3.63 kcal/mol 92,93, which
is comparable to the thermal energy of 1.09 kcal/mol at T = 550

K, the systems in this study could be categorized as weakly asso-
ciative polymer. According to Hansen and Shen 94, such systems
can be described well by the sticky Rouse model.

To shed further light on the above discussion, we have used a
single-chain sticky Rouse model to explore the effect of random
diphenyl substitutions on overall chain relaxation times. A brief
description of the sticky Rouse model is included in the Supple-
mentary Information. In the sticky Rouse model, a single chain is
placed in an effective hydrodynamics medium, while inter-chain
packing details are completely ignored. Since the ratio of the fric-
tion coefficient in the sticky Rouse model determines the relative
strength of the binding of the associative beads compared to the
regular beads, we varied the portion of associative beads from 0
to 0.6, to investigate how the relaxation times change as a func-
tion of ϕ. For the system with ϕ = 0, the base friction coefficient
ξl is assigned a value of 0.65× 10−12 kg/s, as according to Fig. 9.
For an imaginary ϕ = 1.0 system, on the other hand, the value is
taken as ξh = 102.7ξl. For the cases in between, the appropriate
fraction of associative beads is randomly defined and each bead
is assigned corresponding friction coefficient values. Rouse-like
relaxation times are then calculated by Eq. S6. The resulting sys-
tem relaxation times computed by the single-chain sticky Rouse
model for various p modes and ϕ values are shown in Fig. 10. All
results in Fig. 10 are averages of 50 different random sequences.
In Fig. 10 (a), the relaxation times are shown as a function of
the mode p. The solid lines with a slope of -2.0 indicate that the
relaxation times of the single-chain sticky Rouse model are con-
sistent with the classic Rouse model. However, as Fig. 10 (b)
shows, the relaxation times of the nonzero ϕ systems deviate sig-
nificantly from the log-linear relation of Fig. 9 for each mode
p. Such deviation does not depend on the arrangement of the
associative beads along the chain, showing that the single-chain
sticky Rouse model with a binary combination of regular and as-
sociative beads cannot reproduce the friction coefficient result of
Fig. 9 derived from the extensive MD simulations. This demon-
strates that the observed chain dynamics of the copolymer system
cannot be described by pre-assigned friction coefficients of spe-
cific side chains in an effective medium, but arise from a complex
interplay between 3D packing structure and various interactions.
The nontrivial dynamics are expected because of the synergic ef-
fect that the randomness of the copolymer’s sequences introduces.
While self-diffusion and collective diffusion of block copolymers
have been theoretically and experimental studied 95, the theory of
dynamics of random copolymer is developed. Although theoreti-
cal frameworks based on which the block copolymers have been
studied can be modified to describe "blocky" random copolymers,
it is still premature to apply a similar analysis to understand the
truly random copolymer 96. It is worth noting that the depen-
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Fig. 8 Dynamic structure factor. q is from 0.05 to 0.13 with a step size of 0.02 in calculating the dynamic structure factor. The symbols are the
results of using Eq. 7 on trajectories from MD simulations. The solid curves are estimations according to Eq. 8. There is no fitting involved.
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Fig. 9 Monomeric friction coefficients. The coefficients are estimated
from all three analyses. The scaling factor of 2.7 is indicated.

dence of the relaxation of random copolymers on the contents of
their constituent, quantified by the diffusion coefficients, has been
experimentally observed 97–99. But the dependence has not been
identified in quantitative ways because of the limitation shown in
the experiments. On the contrary, the dependence of the PDMS-
co-PDPS, summarized by the power law with an exponent of 2.7,
is systematically studied in the current work, which is not avail-
able in the experimental literature. The influence of temperature
on the dependence is also expected since the dynamics of linear
polymer chains are essentially dependent on temperature even
for the homopolymers. However, the role of temperature can not

(b)(a)

Fig. 10 Relaxation times of the sticky Rouse model. (a) Relaxation
times are shown as a function of mode p. (b) Relaxation times are shown
as a function of ϕ. The discrepancy between the predicted relaxation
times and the found linearity suggests that the decelerated dynamics of
the copolymer chain is a complex result of various interactions
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be unequivocally determined in the scope of the current work be-
cause of the chosen high temperature (550 K), assuming all the
melts are sufficiently above the values of Tg. It is of interest to
study the copolymers in super-cooled states, in glass states, and
even in the transitional states although the topics are completely
out of the scope of the current work and require further studies.

4 Conclusions
In this article, we systematically studied the influences of the mo-
lar ratio ϕ of the diphenyl component on the structure and the
dynamics of the unentangled poly(dimethyl-co-diphenyl) silox-
ane copolymer by atomistic MD simulation. The change of the
intra-chain RDFs suggests that increasing ϕ results in a more rigid
and ordered structure of the copolymer chains, although par-
tially compensated by the expanded inter-chain packing shown
by the inter-chain RDFs. The change in the orderliness was fur-
ther confirmed by the distribution of pore size that narrows with
unchanged maximum size, as ϕ increases. The PSD also con-
firmed that the increased density is attributed to the decrease in
the free volume of the copolymer. In terms of dynamics, we first
extracted the diffusion coefficients of copolymer systems by an-
alyzing their MSD. Moreover, the hierarchical relaxation related
to the different length scales of the copolymer structure was re-
vealed by the NM and DSF. All three approaches confirmed a rela-
tion of ξ(ϕ) = ξ(0)×102.7ϕ, regarding the friction coefficient that
governs the dynamics of the copolymer. Additionally, we found
that, by using a single-chain sticky Rouse model, the change of
the dynamics of the copolymer with respect to ϕ is not merely
attributed to the variation of local friction. The slowed-down dy-
namics are a consequence of a complex interplay of various inter-
actions.
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